Dennis Brentjes
Curriculum Vitae

Education
2009–2012 Bachelor of Science in Computer Science, Radboud University Nijmegen.
2012–present Master of Sciene in Computing Science (in progress), Radboud University Nijmegen.

Masters Thesis (in progress)
Title Implementing en benchmarking CMix
Supervisors dr. P. Schwabe
Description The CMix is an anonymization network proposed by a team of researchers, based on mix
networks by David Chaum. Unlike the Tor anonymization network, CMix prevents certain
network analysis attacks by sacrificing latency. The goal of this research is to have a
high performance implementation of both client and server software for this network and
benchmark different cryptographic algorithms and implementations thereof.

Experience
2010-2012 Part-time scientific programmer, Digital Image Analysis Group (DIAG) at Radboudumc,
Nijmegen.
Worked for 2 years as a scientific programmer, 16 hours a week. Developed small application
plug-ins and worked on general bug-fixes.
Acquired skills
○␣ Extended my knowledge of python.
○␣ Working in a medium sized software group that had close interaction with researchers and
colleagues.
○␣ Working with issue trackers including the workflow that comes with them; logging hours,
referencing commits and revisions, and progress reporting.
○␣ Worked with git-svn during this period.
○␣ Maintained the linux buildserver for the last 6 months of my employment.
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2014-2015 Part-time junior web developer, Tweede Golf, Nijmegen.
Worked for 1 year as a junior web developer, 16 hours a week, focussing on 3D in the webbrowser
with WebGL using the three.js framework.
Acquired skills
○␣ Working with Javascript including the new ES6 standard.
○␣ Working with deadlines, prioritizing important deliverables.
○␣ Additional knowledge about OpenGL/WebGL.

Miscellaneous
2009 - 2010 Search engine developer, Argos VPRO, Hilversum.
Was part of a initially extra curricular activity of building a specialised search engine for the leaked
wikileaks documents. Later we were allowed to use the experience as course and were credited
with 6 ECTS. This filled up the space normally used for a course of you choice at the university. I
was part of a 5 member group that built the search engine from scratch. Under supervision of the
Huub Jaspers; research journalist of Argos VPRO.

Personal projects
YAIRCB Yet-Another-IRC-Bot; is my own IRC bot with dynamically loadable c++ plug-ins. But
being one of my first projects ever it didn’t turn out to be the most elegant code. During
this project I did however encounter a bug in libircclient and have sent in a patch that got
accepted in version 1.6.
DMP Distributed Media Player; is a project of mine to create a music jukebox that accepts
client side music libraries. People can connect to a central server and allow other people to
access a certain music folder on their system. Then people can queue their own or other
connected clients music. Creating play-lists with music shared on a local network. I started
this project to learn more about several libraries, Including Boost Asio for networking
and general asynchronous programming. Boost Fusion for introspection and serialisation.
Gstreamer for processing the audio, and LibSodium for encryption and key management.

Open-source interests
MXE Mingw Cross Environment; is a project that provides a build environment for cross-compiling
software to the windows platform. I am an active user of this project for both my small
and large projects. Projects with a large number of dependencies like DMP have been
cross compiled using MXE. I’ve also contributed some build scripts for packages like
gstreamer-plugins-bad and libalure.

Computer skills
Basic Java, php
Intermediate python, LATEX, Linux (Debian- and Arch-based), Microsoft Windows, JavaScript
Advanced C++

Languages
Dutch Mother tongue
English Intermediate
German Basic

Conversationally fluent
Basic words and phrases only

Interests
- Electric guitar
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